This paper presents new algorithms for the parallel evaluation of certain polynomial expressions.
sions.
In particular, for the parallel evaluation n of x , we introduce an algorithm which takes two steps of parallel division and [log2n ] steps of parallel addition, while the usual algorithm takes
[log2n] steps of parallel multiplication. Hence our algorithm is faster than the usual algorithm when multiplication takes more time than addition.
Similar algorithms for the evaluation of other polynomial expressions are also introduced. Lower bounds on the time needed for the parallel evaluation of rational expressions are given. All the algorithms presented in the paper are shown to be asymptotically optimal. Moreover, we prove that by using parallelism the evaluation of any first order ra-= ~(x.~--), and any tional recurrence, e.g., xi+ ] z i x. i non-linear polynomial recurrence can be sped up at most by a constant factor, no matter how many processors are used.
]. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the parallel evaluation of certain rational expressions.
We assume
This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant GJ32]]] and the Office of Naval Research under Contract N00014-67-A-0314-00]0, NR 044-422. that several processors which can perform four arithmetic operations, +, -, X, /, are available, and that the time required for accessing data and communicating between processors can be ignored.
This problem has been studied by many people.
(See the surveys written by Brent [73] and Kuck [73] .)
Almost all papers in this field assume that every arithmetic operation takes the same time.
However, this assumption is false for two reasons.
For many processors, floating number multiplication takes more time than addition. Furthermore, if we deal with expressions involving, for example, matrices or multiple-precision numbers then multiplication is of course more expensive than addition.
(Here we interpret arithmetic operations as matrix or multiple-precision number operations.)
In this paper 2 we assume that multiplication takes more time than addition Hence, to get better algorithms, we should avoid using multiplications. We derive new algorn ithms for the parallel evaluations of x , n n 3 [x2,x .... ,xn], ~(x+a.), ~ aixi , etc., where the a. 2) The algorithms require a very simple interconnection pattern.
All we need is a binary tree network between processors.
Hence, for most machine organizations, we
should not expect any significant delay caused by communication between processors.
We also prove lower bounds on the time needed for the parallel evaluation of certain rational expressions, under the assumption that all processors can perform different operations at any time.
This assumption corresponds to multiple-instruction stream-multiple-data stream (MIMD) machines (Flynn [66] ) such as C.mmp, the multi-mini-processor system currently under construction at CarnegieMellon University (Wulf and Bell [72] If division is not used I [log n]M is a lower bound on the time for the parallel evaluation of n x , no matter how many processors are used.
Hence, if division is not used, any parallel algorithm cannot be essentially faster than the sequential algorithm.
In the proof of the following theorem we give an algorithm for the parallel evaluation of x n which uses divisions and which takes time less than [log n] when n is large. 2) The algorithm raises x to the nth power without using any multiplications but with two divisions. This may be surprising to those who are dealing only with sequential algorithms. This again demonstrates the intrinsic difference between sequential computation and parallel computation (Stone [73b] ).
Using these same ideas, we can immediately obtain the following Theorem 3.2.
Let a],...,a be n distinct elements in F. 
2)
Step 4 of Algorithm 3.1 will not be per- Clearly, the lemma follows from Algorithm 3.3.
• 
Proof
We apply a recursive evaluation procedure due to Maruyama [73] and (independently) Munro and Paterson [73, Algorithm A] . The procedure will not be described here.
However, we note that the 2 i procedure requires x at time iA + constant, for i=],...,Llog nJ. We then assign n processors for the procedure and another n processors for the 2 i evaluation of x for all i by using Algorithm 3.1 2 i for each i. Hence at time iA + constant, x is always available.
•
4o LOWER BOUNDS
In this section we shall assume the same notation as in the previous sections, except that now x may also stand for a set of indeterminates By using parallelism the evaluation of an expression defined by any first order rational recurrence can be sped up at most by a constant factor.
Consider, for example, the recurrence problem (5.1). Assume that we work with real numbers and that every arithmetic operation takes the same time U. Then to evaluate Yn the obvious sequential algorithm takes time 3nU, while by Theorem 5.1 any parallel algorithm takes time at least nU.
Hence by using parallelism the evaluation of Yn can be sped up at most by a factor of 3, for all n. This is completely different from the evaluation of linear recurrence where n/log n speed-ups can be obtained. By using parallelism the evaluation of an expression defined by any non-linear polynomial recurrence can be sped up at most by a constant fact.
